




Instant Talent Intelligence 





Why employers need HireHunt 
•  Reduce time to hire by up to 60% 

•  Increase recruiter efficiency to hire the right people 

•  Make better data-driven decisions with analytics and insights 

•  Enhance employer brand by engaging with talents in an interactive way 

“HireHunt revolutionized recruitment with what they do. 
Thank you HireHunt for the amazing experience!”
 
- May Abdeen , Head of HR at Matter Branding 



Ideal Recruitment Experience 



Identify Top Matches, Faster 



CV Review Assistant 



Reports dashboards 



Performance Insights 



Instant Messaging 



Let HireHunt handle the time-consuming tasks so you can focus on filling positions faster 



Modify application templates, questions and assessments with ease 















 
 

Empty seats cost money. 

Platform Architecture 



Thank you 

www.HireHunt.com	



Appendix 



HireHunt Features 
•  Careers Site & Applicant Tracking System 
 
•  Auto-generated assessments for over 1500 job titles with voice answers 

•  Instant filtration, matching and ranking of applications using Machine 
Learning and Linguistic Profiles 

•  Sharing of talent pools within organizations 

•  Automated process workflows for each user role 

“HireHunt	does	not	disappoint!	In	fact,	the	intelligent	tech	it	employs	is	
matched	by	an	intelligent	and	professional	team	powering	the	platform	
and	offering	exceptional	client	management	and	support.”		
 
- Ranya Shalaby, Executive Director MELA 



HireHunt’s Transformation Process 
 
We know that a major concern is the friction of changing process and difficulty 
of new technology adoption. So we focus on providing a smooth and fast digital 
transformation with: 
 
-  Instant integration endpoints (via email addresses and API) to integrate with 

legacy systems 

-  A simple interface and user experience tailored to each role (hiring manager, 
recruiter, etc. 

-  Transformation Consultants who turn new users into “pro users” fast 

-  Gamified onboarding process for new users 



Management Team 
Basil Fateen, Founder & Product Architect 
 
Basil has over 14 years expertise building large scale software projects on 
web & mobile at organizations such as Orascom and Link Development. 

Somaya el Sherbini, Managing Director 
 
Somaya has an 18-year career at Microsoft, in various Operational, 
Program Management and Human Resource Leadership roles in Egypt, 
Saudi Arabia and the Area of Middle East and Africa.  






